NATS Website

User’s Guide
1.

The basic url for the NATS front page is:
www.paneurasian.com/nats/newnats.html

2.

In order to access that website, you will need your user name and password. Those were
provided when you first subscribed to NATS. If you forget either, or both, please email us
at:
nats@paneurasian.com

3.

When you go to the NATS front page, you first will be asked for the user name and
password. In most cases you can enter that once, check the Remember box, and from then
on you can rely on your computer to fill in the user name and password.

4.

If you forget the url, you can always start at our Home Page, just remember paneurasian.com
and go from there. On the left side of the Home Page is a subscribers’ link to NATS.

5.

From the NATS front page you have a choice of a number of resources. Included on the
front page are:

6.

!

links to the North American, European and world-wide liquefaction
information pages;

!

A Summary page showing the status of LNG projects in North America;

!

A link to the current version of the Weekly Data Pack;

!

A link to the current version of This Week in the US and Spain;

!

Links to various studies prepared by Pan EurAsian about the LNG markets;

!

Detailed contact information for you to email or phone us.

The fact sheets are accessed from the various information pages. Fact sheets are updated as
information becomes available, or as we review and improve them. Our weekly email to
subscribers will announce which fact sheets have been updated during the past week.
However, we believe that one distinct advantage of NATS is that the fact sheets are there
waiting for you to consult them.
Whenever you open or download a fact sheet, you are getting the most current information
we have.

7.

The NATS fact sheets are in Adobe (pdf) format. This is a free reader available from Adobe,
but we believe that most business users automatically have Adobe Reader on their computers.

8.

In order to read a fact sheet, just click on the link (underlined). If you want to download the
fact sheet, (on PCs) right click on the link, select Save Target As... and save the file where
you will remember that you have put it. There are also some useful maps to download.

9.

We have tried to make NATS user-friendly and useful. If you have any comments we are
always ready to hear them. Now that you have it, please use NATS. Thank.you!
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